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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

 
        
       ) 
In the Matter of     ) 
       ) 
       ) 
THYSSENKRUPP ACCESS CORP.   ) CPSC DOCKET NO.: 21-1 
       ) 
       ) 
       ) 
    Respondent.  ) 
       ) 

 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF  

COMPLAINT COUNSEL’S PROPOSED AMENDED COMPLAINT 
  

Pursuant to 16 C.F.R. §§ 1025.13 and 1025.23, Complaint Counsel respectfully submits 

this Memorandum in Support of its proposed Amended Complaint and requests that the 

Commission authorize the Amended Complaint to update the name of Respondent thyssenkrupp 

Access Corp. (“TKA” or “Respondent”), now known as TK Access Solutions Corp. (“TKAS”), 

and to add TK Elevator Corp. (“TKE”) as a respondent.  

As discussed more fully below, the Amended Complaint is appropriate for the following 

reasons: (1) Respondent TKA changed its name effective February 2021 to TKAS and TKA does 

not contest that its name should be changed in this proceeding; and, (2) TKAS is a corporate 

shell with limited assets and no business operations, which is controlled and financed by TKE 

through the actions of a shared director who asserts common control over both entities, and 

affiliated personnel who act on behalf of both entities. Thus, TKE should be named to ensure any 

corrective action ordered in this matter is funded and effectual. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
On July 7, 2021, Complaint Counsel filed an Administrative Complaint (“Complaint”) 
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against Respondent thyssenkrupp Access Corp., alleging that residential elevators (“Elevators”) 

manufactured and distributed by Respondent contain defects that create a Substantial Product 

Hazard under section 15(a)(2) of the Consumer Product Safety Act (“CPSA”). More specifically, 

the Complaint alleges that the Elevators are defective because they contain defects in the 

“contents, construction, finish, packaging, warnings, and/or instructions,” specifically through 

Respondent’s engineering drawings and instructional materials, including installation, design, 

and planning guides (“Installation Materials”), and the Elevators contain design defects. Compl. 

¶¶ 40-65. The alleged defects create additional space between the hoistway door and the elevator 

car door, in which a child can become entrapped and cause serious injury or death if the elevator 

is called to another floor. Id. ¶ 62. Complaint Counsel has requested relief to be ordered by this 

Court, including, but not limited to, an Order that Respondent recall and repair defective 

Elevators by providing free inspections and installations of space guards to mitigate the space 

between the hoistway door and elevator car door so that a child will not be able to become 

entrapped. Id. Compl. at 15-17.  

Under this Court’s October 26, 2021 Scheduling Order, a hearing in this matter is 

scheduled to commence September 12, 2022. None of the deadlines in the Court’s Scheduling 

Order have elapsed, and discovery does not close until April 29, 2022. The parties are in the 

midst of conducting discovery, having both served and provided responses to written discovery 

requests. Amendments to pleadings pursuant to the Rules of Practice for Adjudicative 

Proceedings are permitted when they “do not unduly broaden the issues in the proceedings or 

cause undue delay.” 16 C.F.R. § 1025.13. As further detailed herein, amending the Complaint in 

this matter will neither unduly broaden the issues nor cause undue delay, and leave to file 

amended pleadings should be liberally granted, consistent with practice under the Federal Rules. 
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See Fed.R.Civ.P. 15(a)(2) (directing courts to “freely give leave when justice so requires” for 

amendments to pleadings). 

During the course of discovery, Complaint Counsel has become aware of facts 

necessitating amending the Complaint to add both TKAS (the new name of TKA) and TKE.  

 

 

 

 Among other things, 

Respondent has failed to adequately respond to Interrogatory Nos. 25 and 26 and Requests for 

Production Nos. 7-9 relating to TKAS’s corporate organization, parents, and subsidiaries, 

communications between these entities and evidence of control and funding transfers. Complaint 

Counsel has met and conferred with Respondent concerning these discovery failures on multiple 

occasions, but Respondent has refused to provide any of the requested information.1 Despite 

these repeated failures to respond, a sufficient factual predicate exists to demonstrate that TKE is 

a related corporate entity—and the real party in interest—that must also be included as a party to 

ensure relief is fully effectuated.  

II. THE FACTS SUPPORTING AMENDMENT OF THE COMPLAINT 
 
A. Respondent TKA Is Now TKAS 

 
Respondent TKA was a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in 

Clinton, Missouri.2 In November 2020, TKA changed its name to TK Access Solutions Corp.3 

 
1 Complaint Counsel met and conferred via videoconference on January 7, 2022 and corresponded with 
Respondent’s counsel on January 11, 2022, noting that we were at an impasse concerning discovery of Respondent’s 
corporate relationships and its $2.6 million in funding. Respondent provided a written response on January 14, 2022, 
but again failed to produce the requested discovery. 
2 Thyssenkrupp Access Corp. 2020 Annual Registration Report (Exhibit 1). 
3 State of Delaware Certificate of Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation, November 16, 2020, filed on February 
19, 2021 (Exhibit 2). 
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V. TKE IS THE REAL PARTY IN INTEREST, THE LAW SUPPORTS PIERCING THE 
CORPORATE VEIL TO HOLD TKE RESPONSIBLE, AND THE COMPLAINT SHOULD BE 
AMENDED TO NAME TKE AS A RESPONDENT  
 
The Supreme Court has recognized that a court can pierce the corporate veil and 

determine that an affiliated corporation can be responsible for the conduct of a shareholder, 

subsidiary or related corporation. United States v. Bestfoods, 524 U.S. 51, 62-64 (1998) (finding 

parent corporation can be held liable for derivative Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation and Liability Act liability for its subsidiary’s actions in a case involving costs of 

cleaning up environmental waste). The Court recognized that “there is an equally fundamental 

principle of corporate law, applicable to the parent-subsidiary relationship as well as generally, 

that the corporate veil may be pierced and the shareholder held liable for the corporation’s 

conduct when . . . the corporate form would otherwise be misused to accomplish certain 

wrongful purposes, most notably fraud, on the shareholder’s behalf.” Id. at 62 (emphasis added) 

(citing Chicago, M. & St. P.R. Co. v. Minneapolis Civic and Commerce Assn., 247 U.S. 490, 501 

(1918) (principles of corporate separateness “have been plainly and repeatedly held not 

applicable where stock ownership has been resorted to, not for the purpose of participating in the 

affairs of a corporation in the normal and usual manner, but for the purpose . . . of controlling a 

subsidiary company so that it may be used as a mere agency or instrumentality of the owning 

company”) (emphasis added)).   

Piercing the corporate veil has not been limited to parent-subsidiary relationships. 

Bestfoods, 524 U.S. 51, 62 (stating piercing the corporate veil “is applicable to the parent-

subsidiary relationship as well as generally) (emphasis added); Labadie Coal Co. v. Black, 672 

F.2d 92, 96 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (“Thus, when particular circumstances merit—e.g., when the 

incentive value of limited liability is outweighed by the competing value of basic fairness to 
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parties dealing with the corporation—courts may look past a corporation’s formal existence to 

hold shareholders or other controlling individuals liable for ‘corporate’ obligations.”) (emphasis 

added).  

In determining whether to pierce the corporate veil to reach a related corporation or 

individual, courts ask: “(1) is there such unity of interest and ownership that the separate 

personalities of the corporation and the individual no longer exist?; and (2) if the acts are treated 

as those of the corporation alone, will an inequitable result follow?” Labadie Coal Co. v. Black, 

672 F.2d 92, 96 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (reversing decision not to pierce the corporate veil); see also 

Pearson v. Component Tech. Corp., 247 F.3d 471, 484 (3rd Cir. 2001) (noting that in cases 

involving a parent and subsidiary, “in order to succeed on an alter ego theory of liability, 

plaintiffs must essentially demonstrate that in all aspects of the business, the two corporations 

actually functioned as a single entity and should be treated as such”). In examining this issue, 

courts consider various factors, including “gross undercapitalization, failure to observe corporate 

formalities, . . . and whether the corporation is merely a facade for the operations of the dominant 

stockholder.” Id. at 484-85. 

These concepts have been applied in prior CPSC administrative litigations to ensure 

remedial action can be effectuated. See In the matter of Relco, Inc., et al., CPSC Docket No. 74-4 

at 5–6 (1976) (holding that a Notice of Enforcement could be amended to include the Estate of 

an individual Respondent against whom a decision had already been rendered, but who had 

subsequently died—the Presiding Officer noted that Congress gave the CPSC “an unusually 

wide degree of latitude” to exercise its discretion with respect to persons who are obliged to pay 

for a refund that has been ordered and noting that the legislative history for the [CPSA] 

specifically contemplated that the Commission would “have the authority to place the obligation 
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(refund) on the person most able to bear the cost where equitable and other considerations appear 

to warrant such action in the public interest”).  

Here, TKAS is a mere agency or instrumentality of TKE demonstrating “such unity of 

interest and ownership that the separate personalities of the corporation and the individual no 

longer exist.” Labadie Coal Co., 672 F.2d at 96. Although the exact nature of the relationship 

between TKAS and TKE is unknown because Respondent has refused to provide discovery 

responses to Complaint Counsel,21  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Further, failing to add TKE would create “an inequitable result” because it would 

potentially enable Respondent to avoid responsibility to fund any remedial action directed to the 

substantial product hazard posed by the Elevators at issue. See Labadie Coal Co., 672 F.2d at 96. 

 

 

 
21 As described above, according to the Supreme Court in Best Foods and the United States Court of Appeals for the 
D.C. Circuit in Labadie Coal, piercing the corporate veil is not strictly limited to parent-subsidiary relationships and 
can apply to other related entities. 
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current legal name of the Respondent to TKAS (which is uncontested by TKA), and (2) TKE be 

added as a Respondent because TKE effectively asserts common control over TKAS, a corporate 

shell of TKE. This will ensure any remedial action ordered in this matter is funded and effectual. 

A proposed Order is attached. 

 
Dated this 14th day of February, 2022 
 
 
     Respectfully submitted, 
         

      
     ____________________________________ 

    Gregory M. Reyes, Supervisory Attorney 
    Michael J. Rogal, Trial Attorney 
    Frederick C. Millett, Trial Attorney 
 Joseph E. Kessler, Trial Attorney 
 Nicholas J. Linn, Trial Attorney 
 
    Division of Enforcement and Litigation 
    Office of Compliance and Field Operations 
    U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
    Bethesda, MD 20814 
    Tel: (301) 504-7809 

 
Complaint Counsel for 
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
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State of Missouri
John R. Ashcroft Secretary of State

Corporations Division
PO Box 778 / 600 W.Main St., Rm. 322
Jefferson City, MO 65102

Reference Number SR138209

Receipt Number TR390018

In Affirmation thereof, the facts stated above are true and correct:
The undersigned believes the statements presented in this filing are true and correct to the best of their knowledge and belief, they are subject 
to the penalties provided under section 575.040 RSMo. for making a false declaration under Section 575.060 RSMo

The undersigned agrees and represents that he/she is authorized to execute this document

Name Mauro  Caneiro 

Title President

Date 10/01/2020

2020 Annual Registration Report

Charter Number F00473772 Renewal Month October

Entity Name THYSSENKRUPP ACCESS 
CORP. 

Report Due By 01/31/2021 

Registered Agent CSC-LAWYERS 
INCORPORATING SERVICE 
COMPANY

Principal Place of Business or Corporate 
Headquarters

221 Bolivar St, Jefferson City, Missouri, 65101, United 
States

thyssenkrupp Access Corp., P.O. Box 545, Clinton, 
Missouri, 64735, United States

OFFICERS
Name Mauro  Caneiro

Title Secretary, President, Treasurer, 
Director

Address Box 545, Clinton, Missouri, 64735, 
United States

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Name Mauro  Caneiro

Title Secretary, President, Treasurer, 
Director

Address Box 545, Clinton, Missouri, 64735, 
United States

WHEN THIS FORM IS ACCEPTED BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE, BY LAW IT WILL BECOME A PUBLIC 
DOCUMENT AND ALL INFORMATION PROVIDED IS SUBJECT TO PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

Page 1 of 1

F00473772
Date Filed: 10/01/2020
John R. Ashcroft
Missouri Secretary of State
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Delaware
The First State

Page 1

                  

3086935   8100 Authentication: 202577425
SR# 20210537951 Date: 02-23-21
You may verify this certificate online at corp.delaware.gov/authver.shtml

I, JEFFREY W. BULLOCK, SECRETARY OF STATE OF THE STATE OF 

DELAWARE, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THE ATTACHED IS A TRUE AND CORRECT 

COPY OF THE CERTIFICATE OF AMENDMENT OF “THYSSENKRUPP ACCESS 

CORP.”, CHANGING ITS NAME FROM "THYSSENKRUPP ACCESS CORP." TO 

"TK ACCESS SOLUTIONS CORP.", FILED IN THIS OFFICE ON THE 

NINETEENTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, A.D. 2021, AT 3:35 O`CLOCK P.M.    
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()

E�ective immediately, we are changing

We’re now TK Elevator

Home  / Company  / About us

TK Elevator  

WELCOME TO THE
FUTURE OF URBAN
MOBILITY.  

TK Elevator



our name from thyssenkrupp Elevator to
TK Elevator.

Here are important details regarding our organization’s name

change to TK Elevator:

All Company physical addresses, mailing addresses and

telephone numbers will remain unchanged.

Our Tax Identification Number will remain unchanged.

Customers, suppliers and vendors should update our

Company name to TK Elevator on all correspondence such

as invoices, checks and purchase orders e�ective

immediately.

Beginning March 19, 2021, our U.S. company’s website will

be https://�.tkelevator.com/us

(https://�.tkelevator.com/us) and our Canadian

company’s website will be https://�.tkelevator.com/ca

(https://�.tkelevator.com/ca). Please update your

website bookmarks to these new addresses.

All employee email addresses will o�cially end in

“@tkelevator.com” e�ective immediately. To contact an

organization employee, that employee’s email address will

be FirstName.LastName@tkelevator.com. Please update

your contacts to these new “@tkelevator.com” email

addresses.

E�ective immediately, our organization’s social media

addresses have changed. Visit them here: Facebook

(https://�.facebook.com/TKE.North.America),

Instagram

(https://�.instagram.com/tke.north.america/), LinkedIn

(https://�.linkedin.com/company/tke-global), Twitter

(https://twitter.com/TKE_NA).

Our core business functions and your contacts within our

organization will remain the same. If you have questions

regarding the organization’s name change, please contact

your account representative or our Customer Care line at

TK Elevator



1�844�427�5461.

To view our press release on our organization’s name change,

click here

(/media/usa_canada/press_releases_us_ca/20210225-tke-

elevatorbrandlaunch.pdf).

()

TK Elevator

Your global urban mobility leader

In 40 short years, we’ve become
one of the world’s leading
elevator companies with unique
engineering capabilities.  
 
When done well, urban mobility
drives down congestion,
pollution, stress and energy
consumption. Our innovative,
e�cient and reliable passenger
transportation systems are key
to getting it right in cities.
Whether building a new state-
of-the-art system or
modernizing an existing one, our
products deliver crucial energy
and time e�ciencies.

TK Elevator



New Atlanta
Headquarters

We want to move people safely,
comfortably and e�ciently –
today and in the future. So we
are building a new high-rise test
tower and Innovation Complex
in Atlanta. The new complex will
include three facilities anchored
by a state-of-the-art, 420-foot
tall elevator qualification and
test tower, the tallest of its kind
in the U.S. and one of the tallest
in the world.

Learn about our new headquarters

()

()



Engineering that keeps the world
moving.

TK Elevator







Innovations

()

(https://�.tkelevator.com/global-en/local-

websites/)

TWIN

TWIN

2 cabins, 1 shaft, 0 crowds.

(https://max.tkelevator.com/global-en/)

MAX

MAX

Maximising availability and strengthening

customer relationships.

TK Elevator



(/us-

en/products/elevators/overview/)

(/us-en/products/escalators/)

(/us-en/products/moving-

walks/overview/)

(/us-en/service/overview/) (/us-en/modernization/overview/) (https://�.thyssenkrupp-

elevator.com/airport-solutions/)

Our Products

Elevators

Next-generation mobility

today.

Escalators

Always one step ahead.

Moving Walks

Reach your destinations

quickly and comfortably.

Service

Value-adding, manufacturer-

independent services.

Modernization

Extend the life of your

elevator and escalator.

Airport Solutions

Unmatched comfort and

safety.

TK Elevator
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MANAGEMENT

()

Management Board

()

Home  / Company  / Management



(/global-

en/company/management/peter-

walker/)

(/global-

en/company/management/ercan-

keles/)

(/global-

en/company/management/vincen

t-della-valle/)

(/global-

en/company/management/kevin-

lavallee/)

(/global-

en/company/management/philipp

-voet-van-vormizeele/)

()

CEOs of the Business Units

()

Peter Walker

Chief Executive O�cer

Ercan Keles

Chief Financial O�cer

Vincent Della Valle

Chief Operating O�cer

Operations

Kevin Lavallee

Chief Operating O�cer Field

Dr. Philipp Voet van
Vormizeele
Chief Human Resources

O�cer



(/global-

en/company/manageme

(/global-

en/company/manageme

(/global-

en/company/manageme

(/global-

en/company/manageme

nt/juergen-boehler/)

(/global-

en/company/manageme

nt/mauro-carneiro/)

(/global-

en/company/manageme

nt/manuel-alvarez/)

()

Supervisory Board

()

Stockholder representatives

Hans-Hermann Lotter

Chairman of the Supervisory Board 

Prof. Dr. Wilhelm Bender

Independent management consultant

Inge
Delobelle
CEO BU Europe

Africa

Kevin
Lavallee
CEO BU North

America

Paulo
Roberto
Manfroi
CEO BU Latin

America

Jürgen Böhler

CEO BU Asia Pacific

Mauro
Carneiro

CEO BU HOME

Manuel
Alvarez
CEO BU AIR



Employee representatives

Independent entrepreneur

Jan-Nicolas Garbe

Senior Principal, Cinven GmbH

Pontus Pettersson

Partner, Cinven Partners LLP

Pedro Sainz de Baranda

Independent Entrepreneur

Bruno Schick

Partner, Cinven GmbH

Paul Vega

Managing Director, Cinven Partners LLP

Knut Giesler (Vice
Chairman)

Regional Director IG Metall North-Rhine

Westphalia

Markus Goretzki

Branch manager - Service branches

Nuremberg and Bayreuth of thyssenkrupp

Aufzüge GmbH, Head of EAGLE DACH

Jürgen Groß

Second Authorized Representative of the

Esslingen branch o�ce of IG Metall

S H b W lf K



Susanne Herberger

Informatics engineer  

Chairwoman of the Works Council Union TK

Elevator

Wolfgang Krause

Electrician  

Chairman of the General Works Council of

thyssenkrupp Aufzüge GmbH

Jörn Kruse

Sales consultant  

Chairman of the General Works Council of

Tepper Aufzüge GmbH Nord

Georgios Triantafillidis

Power electronics technician  

Chairman of the Works Council of

thyssenkrupp Aufzugswerke GmbH

Yusuf Tüfekci

Cutting machine operator  

Chairman of the Works Council of

thyssenkrupp Fahrtreppen GmbH
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